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ABSTRACT 
 

Model for measuring usability evaluation for Mobile Game-Based Learning (m-GBL), has developed by 
many researchers. Since m-GBL had a unique purpose as a tool for the learning process, the model used for 
usability evaluation for this kind of application should address those individual characteristics such as 
playability, mobility, and pedagogy. This study presents the finding of literature review concerning to 
usability model to measure m-GBL. This study also highlights on the model from another application area 
which is considered to be relevant. Some papers even presented unique characteristics of measurement 
concerning to children context as a user. Another critical finding is the expert evaluation, and user testing is 
the most frequently used method for evaluating usability on m-GBL. And the last result shows some model 
to develop new dimension for usability evaluation is identified 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 Led by the development of the 
smartphone market, mobile-based applications are 
proliferating. This also affects the form of Digital 
Game-Based Learning application, more 
applications published in the type of mobile app. 
Two primary operating system, i.e. Android and 
IOS also play an essential role in the development 
of mobile applications. Not only primary 
application developer but also indie developer 
could start their mobile application, publish it to 
those platforms and earnings income directly from 
the customer on Google Play store and Itunes[1]. 
And the quality of those mobile applications will 
determine the success of the sales, including 
educational game mobile apps. One of the things to 
ensure quality is to evaluate the usability of the 
product. Usability evaluation will have a significant 
role to produce a good quality software product and 
accepted by the user (the market). 

An essential step to producing high-quality 
mobile based applications, especially in the 
educational game category is to perform usability 
evaluation. Conducting appropriate Usability 
evaluation, to ensure the quality of software 
products is not easy. Many methods and techniques 

have been proposed starting from following a very 
concise guideline, to supporting a popular model or 
framework of usability evaluation. 

This literature review is s conducted 
according to Systematic literature review (SLR) 
procedure by [2] to find state of the art of the related 
research. This study reviews selected papers that 
presented usability evaluation on the m-GBL 
application. This study also focused on what model 
that has been used widely in this area and several 
models that are used in other domain outside m-
GBL application area. Also, some papers discussing 
how to generate usability evaluation criteria based 
on existing ones are reviewed. And for the last, the 
methods to create new model also extracted from 
reviewed papers. 
 
2. BACKGROUND 

2.1  Usability 

The different definition of usability exists 
among the research of Human-Computer 
Interaction. Usability defined as the capability in 
human functional terms to be used efficiently, and 
effectively by a specified range of the user, given 
specified training and user support, to fulfill the 
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specified range of task, within a specified range of 
environment [3]. Nielsen argued [4] usability is 
usability is about learnability, efficiency, 
memorability, errors, and satisfaction. While the 
primary reference for usability definition is derived 
from ISO 9241-11 – "the extent to which a product 
can be used by specified users to achieve specified 
goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction 
in a specified context of use" [5].  

 
2.2  Usability Heuristics 

There are many ways to evaluate the user 
interface. One way to do this is by heuristically, 
where one looks directly at a user interface of a 
system, then provides an assessment based on 
personal opinion. Most user interface evaluations 
are based on the evaluation of heuristics using a set 
of usability heuristics. Heuristics is a usability 
criterion used to perform an assessment, in which 
the evaluator selects the criteria as a selected factor 
measured in a usability evaluation, more based on 
the "rule of thumb" than specific usability 
guidelines [6]. 

Two classical references to the highly 
popular usability heuristic proposed by [6] and [7]. 
And also, researchers for more complex and new 
heuristics determinations continue to be made by 
later researchers adapting to the proliferation of 
existing software variations[8]. 
 
2.3  Usability Evaluation 

As the awareness of quality grows, the 
need for methods for conducting usability 
evaluations grows stronger. Usability evaluation 
methods consist of a set of well-defined processes 
for collecting information concerning to interaction 
between a software product and user, and 
contribution of specific properties of this software 
product to achieve a certain level of usability can be 
determined. Usability Evaluation Method helps the 
researcher to identify usability problem found in the 
user interface of the software product [9].  

Usability evaluation method can be 
divided into two categories:  "inspection methods" 
( without end users ) and  "test methods" (with end 
users).  Heuristics Evaluation, Cognitive 
Walkthrough, and action analysis are very well 
known methods for implementing inspection 
methods. However, to get direct information about 
how a user uses our system and what problem they 
find during interacting system's user interface, test 
methods is fundamental usability methods to be 
employed. In this category thinking aloud, 
questionnaires and observation are the most 

commonly used methods [10]. It is believed that the 
combination of those two methods can give more 
accurate and complete result in finding usability 
problem since there is no exact method considered 
to be the best method for usability evaluation [11]. 

 
2.4  Mobile Digital Game-Based Learning 

(mGBL) 

Game-based learning is innovation in learning 
approach employing computer games equipped 
with educational value; it also refers to games 
software with the educational purpose such as 
learning support, teaching enhancement, 
assessment and evaluation of learners [12]. And 
[13] introduced digital game-based learning, refers 
to the usage of educational game software for game-
based learning. And mobile game-based learning 
refers to Game-based learning application that runs 
under the mobile environment. Another term that 
considered to be the same concept is Mobile game 
for learning or mobile educational game (Game-
Based Mobile Learning- GBML), a game utilized 
explicitly for learning which is also played on a 
mobile phone, smartphone, PDA or handheld 
devices [14]. 
 

3. RELATED WORK 

Research on literature review concerning 
to usability evaluation has been done by several 
researchers. A review conducted by [8], using 75 
papers to be reviewed, attempted to determine 
usability heuristics for usability evaluation and 
presented the methodology for creating new 
usability heuristics set. The main results of this 
research were: (1) there are several ways in creating 
the heuristic for usability: existing heuristics, 
Methodologies, literature reviews, usability 
problems, mixing processes, guideline/principle 
recommendation, interviews or theory. (2) 
Guideline for the researcher who wants to create 
heuristics: to determine specific feature, to identify 
existing usability heuristics, to specify a new set of 
heuristics based on standard, and to validate the new 
sets of heuristics. However, research focused on 
several domains such as games, mobile, system, 
websites, applications, interfaces, computers, and 
Learning but not specifically on the mGBL domain 
and only cites four papers on learning category. 

Other research presented systematic 
mapping studies on serious games. The result from 
examination of  112 papers on defining the quality 
of serious games revealed the importance of 
usability. The characteristics of the quality product 
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model most frequently researched were usability 
(45.54%) distantly followed by functional 
suitability (8.93%) [15]. This study addressed the 
importance of usability as a quality factor. 
However, heuristics criteria and methods for 
conducting usability evaluation has not been 
presented. 

Another research conducted by [16], 
reviewed usability evaluation on the mobile 
application. This paper is considered to be relevant 
since the mGBL also operates on the mobile 
environment. PACMAD usability model has 
proposed consists of three factors that affect 
usability evaluation in a mobile application: User, 
task and Context of use, and usability heuristics 
evaluation used in this model are Effectiveness, 
Efficiency, Satisfaction, Learnability, 
Memorability, Errors, and  Cognitive load. A 
literature review has been conducted focused on 
papers published between 2008 – 2010. This review 
has highlighted the extent to which the attributes of 
the PACMAD model are considered within the 
mobile application domain. Nevertheless, this 
research focused on mobile application in general, 
didn't address usability factor for educational or 
learning content. 
 

4. RESEARCH QUESTION 

This literature review conducted according 
to Systematic literature review (SLR) procedure by 
[2] to find state of the art of the related research. 
This study of literature review has a major purpose 
in finding state of the art on the model used in 
usability evaluation for game-based learning 
application. And literature review analysis is 
conducted focused on several analysis questions 
(AQ) presented as follows:  
AQ1. What usability evaluation models are 
available to evaluate mGBL?. 
AQ2. What testing method is used to perform the 
usability evaluation in mGBL ? 
AQ3. What methods are used to determine or 
established heuristics for usability evaluation model 
for mGBL? 
 

5. RESEARCH METHODS 

5.1 Data Source 
This study searched papers from selected 

database source that relevant to information 
technology, computer science, and engineering, 
including ScienceDirect, ACM Digital Library, 

IEEE Xplore, Springer, Taylor and Franchise, and 
Emerald Insight.  
 
5.2 Search Term 
In this literature review the main search keywords 
used are the terms "usability evaluation" or 
"usability testing" combined with "model" and 
"mobile game-based learning." Besides, the 
keywords "usability test" and "educational games," 
"framework" are also used. For example, we used : 
(“usability testing” or "usability evaluation" ) and 
model  and (“mobile educational games”  or 
“mobile game-based learning” or mGBL), we also 
tried to search using  
("usability testing" or "usability evaluation" ) And 
framework and ("mobile educational games"  or 
"mobile game-based learning" or mGBL). Table 1 
depicted the possible combination of search 
keyword to find relevance papers. 

 
Table 1: Major Search Term And Alternative Terms 

 

 
The purpose of this SLR is to find out all 

papers about usability evaluation for mobile 
educational games, written in English, published 
until the end of 2017. Because we want to know 
since when usability evaluation model for mobile 
educational games research has existed, the start of 
publication period was not specified. The 
distribution of 26 papers containing usability 
evaluation model over the years is presented in 
figure 1. 

Inclusion 
Criteria 

1. Papers that presented usability 
evaluation in the mobile 
application, educational games, 
mobile educational games, 
educational games for children 
and mobile learning. 

2. Papers that showed usability 
criteria with or without 
specifying the specific model. 

3. The paper that proposed 
methods to create new usability 
heuristics and how to validate 
them.  

Exclusion 
Criteria 

7. The Papers which does not 
focus on usability as mentioned 
in inclusion criteria for example 
usability for website, toys, 
business apps. 

8. Papers available only in the 
abstract 

9. Theses that have not been 
published. 
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Figure 1: Paper Distribution Of 26 Papers With M-GBL 
Usability Evaluation Themes Over Years 

 
 

The selection process of the papers was 
done through several stages. The first stage, the 
papers generated from the search by keyword were 
analyzed by examining the title, abstract and 
keyword of the author. Articles related to usability 
evaluation in mobile educational games were then 
selected. The next step was to read the entire 
contents of the paper that has been selected from the 
previous stage. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for 
selecting documents are shown in table 2. 

 

Table 2: Inclusion And Exclusion Criteria 

 

5.3 Selection process 
After conducting the reading process on the 

abstract and keyword from papers that appear from 
the database search, so far, until this research 
written by the author, 212 relevant articles were 
obtained. Of the 212 papers, the search continued 
by reading the entire contents of the document and 
found 30 papers considered the most pertinent.  

 

 

Figure 2. The Flow Of Paper Search 

During conducting literature review 26 full 
reviewed paper will be used for analyzing AQ1 and 
AQ2, and more four papers will be added for 
finding the methodology to define the new set of 
heuristics in usability evaluation (AQ3). 

The primary objective of this study is to 
identify the heuristics used to perform usability 
evaluation on the m-GBL application and to reveal 
some methods used to improve or augment usability 
heuristics from prior studies.  All These papers are 
selected based on their content that is considered to 
be related to those two objectives. The first 26 
papers are chosen because they showed the used of 
heuristic usabilities-from famous model or their 
modified model-concerning to m-GBL and other 
related application domains. These papers are 
critical literature to identify what has been explored 
by prior studies so far and what gap available to 
improve the quality of usability evaluation in term 
of defining the appropriate heuristics dimension. 
The last three papers indicated methods to improve 
or enhance available usability evaluation model. 
They were essential studies since their model can be 
used to perform new ways of strengthening existing 
evaluation model.   

5.4 Findings 

5.4.1 Usability Evaluation Models  to Evaluate 
m-GBL 

During conducting the literature review for 
finding prominent models affecting the mGBL 
usability evaluation, the author believed that 
proposed usability evaluation model for MGBL 
would be influenced by existing usability evaluation 
model for mGBL, mobile application, e-learning 
application, and game for children application. 

The conceptual relation of those these 
models can be shown in figure 3. And ongoing 
literature review will be conducted to address those 
issues. 

No Search String 

Major Term Alternative term 

1 Usability 
Evaluation 

( “usability testing” or 
“usability test” ) 

2 Mobile game 

based 

learning 

(“mobile educational game” 

or “mGBL” or “ mobile 

learning”) 

3 Model  (framework or guideline)
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During literature review for answering 
AQ1, 26 papers were obtained concerning to 
evaluation on mGBL Distribution of reviewed 
journal based on application category/area is shown 
in figure 3. This study examined four categories of 
writing, that is considered to be relevant to the m-
GBL application. They are the m-GBL application 
itself, games application, mobile application and 
Child-Elearning application. 

During conducting the literature review, 
this study focussed on four categories of usability 
dimension namely usability interface, playability, 
pedagogy, and Mobility. All reviewed papers are 
examined to determine if those dimensions 

 

Figure 3: The Proportion Of Reviewed Paper Based 
On Area/Application In Which Usability Evaluation Is 

Conducted 

discussed in the reviewed papers. A paper can 
present more than one dimension. From the 
analysis of heuristic used on usability evaluation in 
each paper, the heuristics than categories into 
usability interface, playability, pedagogy, or 
Mobility dimension. These dimensions are 
believed having a high impact on measuring 
usability evaluation. This dimension could be 
found partially or entirely across the reviewed 
papers as depicted in figure 5. 

After defining four categories of usability 
dimension, the next step is to identify the heuristics 
criteria used by selected papers and map them into 
an appropriate dimension. For an example how 
mapping process is conducted, a study from [17] is 
taken. This study proposed four aspects of usability 
evaluation comprising: Gaming experience, 
Learning experience, Adaptivity, and Usability. 

Each dimension contains more specific 
heuristics as follows :  

a. Gaming Experience: Challenge, 
competence, flow, immersion, negative 
affect, positive affect, and tension. 

b. Learning experience: Learning goal, 
content appropriateness, integration, 
feedback, extensibility, and media 
matching 

c. Adaptivity: Cognitive and motivational 
intervention, game pacing 

d. Usability: interface and interaction. 

 

Figure 5: Number Of Paper Discussing   Interface 
Usability, Playability, Pedagogic And Mobility  

Dimension 

Table 3: Usability Dimension Across Reviewed Papers 

No Year Model IU Pla. Ped. Mob. 

M-GBL Application 
1 2012 [18] v v v  

2 2014 [19] v v v  

3 2015 [20] v v v  

4 2012 [17] v v v  

5 2003 [21] v    

6 2015 [22] v v v v 

7 2009 [23] v v   

8 2010 [24] v    

9 2013 [25]  v   

Game Application 

10 2004 [26] v v   

11 2005 [27] v v   

12 2008 [28] v    

13 2002 [29]  v   
14 2009 [30] v    

15 2015 [31] v v   

16 2005 [32]  v   
17 2007 [33] v v  v 

Mobile application 

18 2016 [34] v    

19 2013 [35] v    

20 2015 [36] v    
21 2016 [37] v   v 

22 2016 [38] v   v 

23 2009 [39] v   v 

24 2013 [40] v    

25 2013 [16]     

Children E-learning 

26 2010 [41] v v v   
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IU : Interface Usability 
Pla. : Playability 
Ped. : Pedagogy 
Mob. : Mobility 

 

And finally, the mapping process is 
executed. From those four dimensions, usability 
will be mapped into interface usability dimensions 
in this study. Learning process and adaptivity will 
be outlined in pedagogy dimensions. And gaming 
experience is mapped into playability dimension. 
So study from [17] lacks in mobility dimensions. 
Complete mapping of those 26 paper is presented 
in table 3. 

From the paper reviewed above, several 
models can be used exclusively to measure 
usability evaluation for mobile educational games. 
These models determined usability dimension that 
can be used to measure usability in term of 
interface  usability, playability, mobility, and 
portability. However, this dimension did not 
present completely across all models. 

a. m-GBL usability evaluation model   
The model that proposed complete 

dimensions for measuring usability in m-GBL is 
proposed by  [22]. Zaibon argued that for measuring 
usability for mGBL four issues must be taken into 
consideration; they are interface Usability, 
Mobility, Playability and learning content. Zaibon 
also proposed usability heuristics for conducting 
usability as depicted in table 2.4. It seems that 
Zaibon's model already proposed complete 
heuristic dimensions for usability evaluation for 
mGBL. However, Zaibon’s model did not address 
unique characteristic of children learning and 
children behavior. Because how children learn is 
different from adults, the heuristics for mGBL for 
children should take attributes of children learning 
into account.  

Other good examples of usability 
evaluation models for mGBL are  USAECG [18] , 
UGALCO [19], PREMEGA [20] and Law & Sun 
Model [17]. These models defined good heuristics 
for interface usability, playability and learning 
content but these models were not built specifically 
for the mobile environment, so it lacks heuristics for 
mobility. [23] used two dimensions: interface 
usability and playability, while    [24] only focused 
on interface usability and  [25] used game-flow 
model  [32] for assessing playability for mGBL.  
 
 
 

b.   Game usability evaluation model   
Since m-GBL is the subset of game 

`application, the basic characteristic of games–
playability-will be a fundamental issue concerning 
to usability evaluation for m-GBL. Playability 
played importance rules for child learning because 
of the natural ways for children to learn through 
experience. The environment for children during 
using and evaluating the application, are very 
different from adult's. And this issue is essential 
during designing application for children [42]. So in 
this section, we will discuss several models 
concerning to how to assess usability for a game 
application. And hopefully, heuristics used to 
measure usability for the game application can be 
added to author's proposed model, especially on 
playability-for-children dimension. 

An evaluation model for playability that 
put emphasize on children characteristics can be 
found on SEEM model [27]. SEEM model 
proposed predictive evaluation model for 
evaluating children computer games based on 
Norman’s Theory of Action and Malone’s Fun 
Concept [43]. This predictive test model is cheap to 
apply, and they can be conducted in the early 
process of design, as soon as the game is finished. 
Heuristics to measure usability and playability for 
children's computer games that address children's 
characteristics were well defined, however 
pedagogic and mobility issues weren't available for 
this model. 

Another model is proposed by [29], 
explicitly measuring fun factor in children games. 
This model can be used as a reference for the model 
being proposed by the author because fun factor is 
a critical aspect in determining the quality of m-
GBL designed for children. 

 

c. Mobile usability evaluation model 
Since M-GBL will run under the mobile 

environment, usability evaluation model for these 
applications will affect the proposed m-GBL model. 
An exciting model called USERBILITY model [34] 
argued that acceptance of the mobile app is 
influenced by the quality of UX as well as usability. 
Userbility proposed a model for evaluating UX and 
usability for mobile application. In assessing 
usability, the Userbility model proposed ten 
heuristics that appears very similar to Neilsen's 
model [4]. So, although Userbility was designed for 
the mobile application, It used generic heuristics 
and did not address the distinctive characteristics of 
the mobile environment. For UX evaluation, 
Userbility used 3E  ( Expressing Emotions and 
Experiences ) model [44], and this model also a 
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generic model for measuring UX, not specially 
designed for the mobile application. 

Another model, also based on Nielsen’s 
model called SMASH, proposed by [37]. This 
model extended 11 heuristics from Nielsen by 
adding one heuristic: Physical interaction and 
ergonomics that addressed the characteristics of the 
mobile environment. This model could detect more 
usability problem, compared to the usage of Nielsen 
Model during usability evaluation. 

A better framework for evaluating 
usability for the mobile environment is proposed by 
[39]. Heo et al. developed a framework for 
evaluating the usability of the mobile phone, not 
only the application that runs under the mobile 
environment but also the physical device of the 
mobile phone itself will affect the usability of the 
user. Several checklists to address usability problem 
is developed: Logical User Interface Checklist, 
Physical User Interface Checklist, and Graphical 
user Interface checklist. They are a suitable 
checklist for evaluating usability on mobile devices. 

Other reviewed mobile application model 
is presented in table 2.6. Heuristics that measure 
mobility dimensions proposed in those models can 
be added to author's m-GBL proposed model for 
addressing mobility usability problems found on the 
m-GBL application.  

 
d. Children E-learning usability evaluation 

model 
In the development of usability evaluation 

model for m-GBL for the primary school, one 
important factor to consider is the dimension of 
usability for children and learning or pedagogy 
dimension. Therefore, studying the evaluation 
model for child E-learning will give essential 
benefits. One useful model for measuring the 
dimensions of playability for children as well as 
aspects of pedagogy named HECE, developed by  
[41]. To measure usability of the interface HECE 
used Nielsen models, and add Child usability to 
measure usability addressing unique characteristics 
of children. This model also developed a heuristic 
of the pedagogy to measure the usability problems 
that arise from the aspect of the delivery of learning 
material to children. 

 
5.4.2 Testing Method To Perform Usability 

Evaluation  In m-GBL 

During evaluating usability on m-GBL, 
several evaluation methods can be used. Before 
discussing the methods used to conduct the 
evaluation, it is better to consider some terms 

related to usability evaluation. First, the author will 
discuss the use of the words usability testing and 
heuristics evaluation. The use of these terms 
emerged from the 1990s, with at least two studies -
[45] and [46], tried to conduct the comparison 
between those two methods. Heuristic evaluation is 
an evaluation that conducted by evaluators (" 
expert") by inspecting or examining an interface 
and trying to give the opinion about what is good or 
bad about the interface [6]. During heuristics 
evaluation, experts/evaluators used certain rules or 
guidelines called " heuristics" to find any usability 
problem of an interface. At the end of the 
evaluation, evaluators came out with several 
recommendations to improve the usability of the 
evaluated system. Usability testing, on the other 
hand, involving representative users to test specific 
task in the specific environment. It is a 
comprehensive definition of usability testing 
includes testing prototype, screen mock-up, screen 
layout, " wizard of oz" technique and working 
version before officially released as well as already 
implemented version [47]. As stated by Nielsen, 
Usability testing is unique methods since it captured 
the genuine information on how user use the 
product and what problem they encountered while 
testing the interface. And this made Usability 
testing is the most fundamental methods for 
evaluating usability [4].   

According to [48], usability evaluation 
methods can be divided into three categories: 
testing, inspection, and inquiry. In Usability testing, 
selected users use evaluated system or interface by 
testing chosen tasks and users give feedback on how 
useful interface/system on supporting users to reach 
their goals. 

In Usability Inspection, usability 
expert/specialist checked the system/interface to 
find usability problems. And in Usability inquiry, 
usability specialists gather pieces of information 
from the user about user's understanding, 
like/dislike and experience by questioning users, 
observing users, or obtaining information verbally 
or in written form. Complete details of methods 
used in each usability evaluation methods are 
shown in figure 6. Among other reviewed papers, 
most common methods used by researchers is 
Usability Testing ( User Testing), followed by 
Usability Inspection especially Heuristic 
Evaluation, accordance to [49] and some research 
used both usability testing and Heuristic Evaluation 
as seen on figure 4.  Complete methods used in the 
reviewed paper is described in table 4.  
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5.4.3 Methods To Established Heuristics  For 
Usability Evaluation Model For m-GBL 

Methods for determining heuristics 
developed slowly for the last decade. A model 
proposed by [49]   mentioned six steps for heuristics 
creation: Basic sets of heuristic, analysis of 
 

 
  

Figure 6: Usability Evaluation Methods Based On 
Zhang [48] 

 

environment, preparation of heuristic creation, 
heuristic creation, evaluation of heuristics and final 
set of heuristics.  This research also argued that 
methodology for developing a new model of 
usability should meet requirements as follows: 
Individual activities involved in developing new 
model should be systematically organized. A solved 
situation must be simply described. All part of the 
methodology should be homogenous. All fact is 
measurable; methodology result must be objective 
and free of ambiguity.  
 
As the necessity of usability evaluation grew, it is 
essential to have usability heuristics for the specific 
application. [50] proposed a methodology for 
defining new usability heuristics for a specific 
application, comprising six steps : (a) exploratory 
stage to gather bibliography accordance to research: 
particular applications, characteristics of those 
applications, general or specific heuristics ( if 
available). (b)Descriptive stage: choosing the most 
prominent characteristics of the formerly gathered 
information. (c) Correlational stage: definition of 
heuristics for the specific application based on 
traditional heuristics as well as case study analysis. 
(d) Explicative stage: the standard template for a set 
of proposed heuristics is formally specified. (e) 
Validation (Experimental) Stage: Experiment is 
conducted to compare new heuristics against 
traditional heuristics, using heuristics evaluations 
followed by user testing ( usability testing). (f) 
Refinement stage, Heuristics from step 4 is refined 

based on feedback. Iterative steps can be applied to 
stage 1 to stage 6, to find better heuristics. This 
model is the most frequently used methodology for 
generating heuristics set according to research 
conducted by [8] 

Both [49] and [50] used user-arguably 
most crucial stake holder-as evaluator to verify the 
validity of proposed heuristic set, but they did not 
get involved in the development of the chosen 
heuristics.   
 
Table 4: ` Distribution Of Usability Evaluation Method 

  

No Year Model Usability Evaluation 
Methods. 

UT HE FGD 
1 2012 USAECG[18]    

2 2014 UGALCO[19]    

3 2015 PREMEGA[20]    

4 2012 [17]    

5 2003 [21]    

6 2015 [22]    

7 2009 [23]    

8 2010 [24]    

9 2013 [25]    

UT : User Testing 
HE : Heuristic Evaluation 
FGD : Focus Group Discussion 
 

A model that considered user contribution 
is valuable in adapting existing heuristics into the 
new set of heuristics is proposed by [51]. This 
research suggested two steps of heuristics 
validation: (1) Phase One: Usability experts 
participated in focus group discussion conducting 
two activities, rating existing heuristics and re-
word-ing heuristics. (2) Phase 2: Real user was 
participating in rating existing heuristics, 
developing and validating new heuristics. At the 
end of the process, comparative analysis is carried 
out to compare heuristics rating performed by 
experts and real users. 

Other research by [52] proposed 
methodology to established heuristics for the 
specific application by modifying generic 
heuristics. The method consisted of 2 main stage : 
(1) how to extend generic heuristic for particular 
heuristics and (2) how to validate those heuristics. 
In stage 1,  most commonly used existing heuristics 
is mapped from documented resources on usability 
issues and design guidelines. In stage 2, validation 
conducted by expert and user to measure 
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thoroughness, validity, and effectiveness.  In stage 
1, the real user could get involved in the generation 
of heuristics by providing usability issues that can 
be documented by researchers. This usability 
issues, and then, can be completed by adding 
usability problem defined from guidelines or 
references.  

 

6. DISCUSSION 
6.1  The Pros And Cons Of The Study 

After Analyzing the answer of AQ1, AQ2, 
and AQ3 from the previous section, it was evident 
that this study is succeeding in finding small space 
among available model to be improved. Table 3 
revealed 4 popular usability dimensions appeared 
on papers in selection, they are : Interface Usability, 
Playability, Pedagogy, and Mobility. However, 
dealing with educational application meant to be 
used by children, it is necessary to add one more 
dimension-children characteristic-to address 
uniqueness of children learning.  So the 
contribution of this literature review is discovering 
children learning dimension, augmenting the 
existing model to deliver more precise usability 
measurement on m-GBL for children. Other 
findings showed the famous usability evaluation 
methods employed in m-GBL usability testing. This 
study also described several methods for enhancing 
available usability model. These findings are 
essential for further research to defined model for 
enhancing children learning dimension into existing 
usability evaluation model and analyze the quality 
of a new proposed model.  

However, this study still has a lot of things 
to do in the future. First, the definition of usability 
heuristics reflecting measurement on children 
learning characteristics has not been developed yet. 
A further systematic literature review is highly 
needed to discuss this part. Secondly, to conduct 
usability evaluation efficiently, a measurement 
metrics can be defined and employed. So another 
future work is to identify and to map papers 
containing usability measurement metrics suitable 
for m-GBL with children user.    

  
6.4. Limitations 
This study is also conducted within several 
limitation. The limitation is related to time periods 
of papers in selection’s publication, the search term 
choosed and the selected database. 
 
However, the selected paper in the current review 
provided contents of (a) usability heuristics used in 
m-GBL and related application, (b) the evaluation 
methods to conduct usability evaluation, and (c) the 

methods to construct or modify new model for 
usability evaluations. 
The most appropriated search term were employed 
to select suitable papers and prominent research 
database were taken as the source of the selected 
papers. And time period of paper publishing is 
within 2002 – 2016.  
And finally, exclusion criteria is done by excluded 
the papers which does not focus on usability as 
mentioned in inclusion criteria for example 
usability for website, toys, business apps, papers 
available only in the abstract and theses that have 
not been published. 
 
7. CONCLUSION 

 
After completing the full paper review, it is 

obvious to state that only a few models available for 
usability evaluation for m-GBL primarily designed 
for children. There are several issued that can be 
highlighted as follows : 
1. The model considered to be " best" according 

to the complexity of its dimension is proposed 
by [22], since Zaibon's model already proposed 
complete heuristic dimensions for usability 
evaluation for mGBL. However, Zaibon's 
model didn't address unique characteristic of 
children learning and children behavior, so 
there is a "small space" for the author to add 
children usability dimension for the model to 
address more usability issues as proposed by 
[27]. 

2. Another valuable finding is that generation of 
heuristics for the specific application (m-GBL) 
can be derived from augmentation of 
traditional heuristics models-e.g. Nielsen's 
Model-as proposed by several researchers: 
[18], [21], [34] and  [37]. 

3. Generation of heuristics for m-GBL learning 
can be done by reviewing existing m-GBL 
model, but regarding the characteristics of m-
GBL that also inherits mobility characteristics, 
playability from games characteristics and 
most notable characteristics, pedagogy, it is 
critical to review heuristics employed to 
measure usability on those applications. 

4. From reviewed papers, it is also shown that the 
most frequently used methods for conducting 
usability evaluation is user testing and heuristic 
evaluation and sometimes the combination of 
both methods is applied to the comparative 
analysis. 

5. And the last finding is about the methodology 
to develop the new model for usability 
evaluation. Model by [50] seems to be the 
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complete model to follow since each step of its 
methodology can be followed quickly, but in 
can be perfected by adding user involvement 
during heuristics generation stage as stated by 
[51] and [52]  
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Figure 4: Generation Of Proposed Model Affected By Other Existing Models 
 
 


